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Jr. DNA Examiner 
 
Highlights:  

 Dynamic forensics team with many opportunities CONUS and OCONUS 

 Work with other forensic experts in various fields to support global forensics and biometrics labs both in the US 

and OCONUS.  

 This contract supports the overall Identity Management concept within the military services 

 Obtain some or enhance your experience working in a fully-functional government laboratory working closely 

with other forensics experts.   

Tasks: 

 Swab or otherwise collect potential DNA samples from captured material using approved procedures designed 

to minimize the possibility of sample contamination. 

 All captured material and subsequent samples shall be properly packaged, marked and stored in preparation 

for extraction. 

 Amplify DNA using approved procedures designed to minimize the possibility of sample contamination. 

 Perform examinations and analyze the electronic data produced by the DNA processing equipment to 

determine if a likely match exists between DNA collected from evidence to that collected from known persons. 

 Submit profiles to the appropriate databases, performing verifications to determine statistical significance of 

evidence findings. 

 Collect DNA samples from Detainees or other persons for the purpose of subsequent processing and comparison 

to evidentiary samples. 

 Perform all necessary procedures as outlined in SOPs for both single and mixtures samples. 

 Perform administrative and technical reviews of reports and worksheets. 

 Prepare written results suitable for intelligence or prosecutorial packages.   

 

Required Qualifications: 
 

 Three (3) years of experience working in a lab performing Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) analysis on collected 
material and physical evidence typically consisting of bodily fluids, body fluid stains, hair, bone, dental pulp, 
and other human tissue. Experience examining DNA profile suitability for matches and submissions to database. 
Experience conducting complex DNA examinations, maintaining chain of custody, and formulating 
interpretation results for forensic and/or intelligence exploitation. Experience with administrative and 
technical review (AR/TR) lab procedures. Experience performing quality checking of instruments and reagents. 
Professional certifications such as American Board of Criminalistics. Experience with mixture interpretations 
using StarMix. Experience with probabilistic genotyping.   

  US Citizen 

 Able to obtain a US Secret Clearance and US Passport (those who already possess US Secret Clearance and 
passport preferred). 

 Meet government requirements for medical fitness 

 Work: Rotate between normal CONUS 40hour work schedule in Atlanta and an OCONUS work schedule up to 84 
hours/week. 

 Attend pre-deployment training 

 Able to lift 70 lbs. to a working height of 48 inches 

 Able to perform general office and laboratory duties/functions  
 
US Clearance: Current US Secret Clearance     
 
HQ Location: Arlington, VA 
Work Locations: Atlanta, GA and OCONUS 
 
Apply:  Online  https://www.idealinnovations.com/careers 

https://www.idealinnovations.com/careers
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Ideal Innovations, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer: 

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, or veteran status. Ideal Innovations, Inc. is a 

VEVRAA Federal Contractor. 
 


